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INTRODUCTION

1*1 Historical

“Ferrites" as they ere Imam mm m artificial version of 
load stone Ferroua Ferrite, the first magnetic
material known to man* Ferrite* assume importease ee magnetic 
material# possessing a wide range of magnetisation ami dee to 
the fact that together with their property of electrical insulation# 
the propagation of high field electromagnetic ware# through thee 
take* place with lev attenuation*

Milpert in 1909 tried to develop the ferrites to reduce
eddy current losses in inductors end transformers hot without
success# as the fernltae exhibited large losaes# low permeability

»end could not be reproduced rdiibly« letter Koto end tafcai #
Fcoesteir#2 Berth and posjnak3 dev doped ferrltee in various

4points of view* anocfc and his colleague* carried out intensive
work on ferrite# to study their magnetic properties* Neel5

proposed theory of Ferrimagnetiem# The experimental confirmation
wee offered by neutron diffraction studies on magnetic6 and sine

yferrite* successes were achieved by the workers in processing 
substitutional ferrites to suit the requirements of permeability 
valuas for the high frequency applications in the field of

The word was further carried out as the ferrites exhibit 
a vida rang# of magnetisation# property of electrical insulation*
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low attenuation that led to the propagation of high field
works* thnooh *►>**—-

■\t present manufacture ant improvement of ferrite* are 
possible because of thalr ewerwgcewlag demand ia the fields of 
sdcnwavs corasonents and monaory switchina circuits in eoiejutars.ais® •* so^^eevmsirtBfoeJp se ajraB*je îfoise*^oe^essiS'^s^^s^sosmp **b#

1*1

The nine ral WgAljQ^ and naturally occurring magnetic
Fs^o^l hate spinel structure* The genteel formula of Sorrito

2#ie HfOjO^* where w cep resents a divalent metal ion (H ) and icon 
is a tiivaiextt Ion (re34) * Ferrite# exhibited spinel structure* 
coepouad* of this type possess cubic or fans centered structure. 
The oxygen ions fop# a face centered cubic lattice* The smallest 
unit sail contains eight molecules of HFOj0^« ifesase the formula 
of unit cell is m|*fsJJoJj* The cations occupy interstitial 
positions of which there are tee distinctly different types* 
"tetrahedral or Jwsite and octahedral or 8 site* in tetrahedral 
or iwsite magnetic ion is surrounded by four oxygon ions located 
at the corners of a tetrahedron as shown in fig* 1*1* When the 
magnetic ion is surrounded by six oxygen ions placed at the 
vortices of octahedron as shown in fig* 1.1 it is called as 
octahedral or s site. The unit cell contains 90 interstitial 
sites* sixtyfour sites are tetrahedral and It sites are octahedral* 
The cations occupy 8 tetrahedral and id octahedral sites.
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***** mmikJm&sm
In tbs normal spinel ferrites a** the H. ions occupy th* 

tetrahedral & sitae* while ps*3 ions are in octahedral 8 sites*

and e<*Fe2o4 are the Fercites with normal spins! 
structure* The cation distribution of ZnarojO^ is

[ Zn**J* [ Fs*s f*+3f ©J*

The mcml ferrites ars not Fsrriaagaatic#

*****

1» the inters* spinal ferrites# the sight divalent metal 
Ions lie on 8 sits* the trivalsnt icon ions (F**3) lis in siual 

masses on h and 8 sits* Ttm cation distribution is rspfsssntsd 
as [ Fa^*]*' {m*3 Ft*3! 8 oj* MgfSjO^ and Cuf«2©^ arc inverse spinal 

ferrites which ars Csrslmagnstie in nature*

***** %iate.„^lMl.,.EscdL%8a

Here m2+ sod F#3* ions ars randomly distributed ovsr the 

a and s sites depending on the physioo chemical conditions of 
preparations# The general formula for partially inverted ferrites 
is usually written as

£ M*?81*« ^ *1.* F*l+x * ^4



Mnr«2o4 and Cuf«2q4 are partially inverted Ferritea.

in Ferrite* ©very oxygen |©a ia wrceuBdti lay thrat
a©•cation© and ©a© JUoittoRi Th© angle*” are given a©

;wo*b * IIS® p# m 79° 5®* b*o*b » 90°• if natal- ©nygan
distances at© ©mail and «*o*« angle© are 180® th* interaction* are 
•trong* a© a*b interaction i© the strongeat* while b*8 late nation 
ia vaak and a-a iataraetion la th# weakest of the three*

1*3

If the divalent natal ion© are substituted by an ©Iternetiv© 
megaetio or nonmagnetic cation©* the ferritae ar© called aa 
•ubetitutioiial fetritis* The substitution can be done in to© w«y*i

1) ©©placing divalent n ion by other divalent M ion#
4 ©enlacing th® trivalent icon ion© by other 

trivalent h* ions*

Hi {mgnesium ferrite MpFe^G^ magnesium nay bo substituted 
partly or oeapletoly by mine* ^i^Mg^jgFOjO^ aeme tine© the pert 
of iron my be substituted by on© of trivalent nonmagnetic 
©laments /a# Ce*

bire^yAlyO^ • ©Mel Aluminium Ferrite*

1*4*1
Magnetisation in Ferrites

Ferrite© are magnetic becauae of distribution and alignment
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of magnetic ion* m the octahedral and tetrahedral cation aits** 
The cations sitting on the same uub-lattice ace so oriented
that their magnetic moments era in the same direction. For two
aub~lattisee the moment of nations on one subJLattice ace aligned
antiparallel to the momenta of cations on the other sub*»lattice.
The net magnetisation o£ tho crystal is the resultant of the
magnetisations on the two 3Wb*latti««e*

1*4*2 strtwsittfal Explanation of..fmMimmtMm

Magnetic ferrites possessing inmst spinel structure
have cation distribution which is given by

[Fe3+]A t**2* re3*)® oj*
where the cations shown in ths square bracket are on the a site

9and in the other bracket aro on 1 site* The unit cell of ferrite
contains eight molecule a. Accordingly on the j% sub-lattice the 
moments of i Fe cations arc located while on the m aub~lattl.ee the

m * <|jl
magnetic moment* of 3 <Fe ♦ M } cations aro present per unit 
cell* the resultant magnetisation is given by

* * ”8 * MA

* M
whore ma and Mfi are the moments of the sub-lattices and and 
ace the spin magnetic moments of the individual ions* the parallel 
alignment of moments on each sub-lattics is a consequence of super
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exchange interact!on between the magnetic ion* on one sublattlea 
and those on the oth»r* The parallel alignment of moments on oaoh 
suhlattiee which la a characteristic o« ferrimagaetism required 
the suf fieient concentration of the magnetic species on one 
sublattice to maintain parallel alignment on the other sublattice* 
l orritea with normal spinel structure are fssa»ierss«tegastic i«e«* 
zaF«2o^ «xtd core^o^* in those ferrites the interaction does 
not exist because there aro no magnetic imm on the A sites# the 
E-8 interaction lines half the magnetic ions in ons direction 
and other half in the op posit direction ao that alternate pianos 
of 8 sublattice aro magnetised in opposite directions rendering 
these ferrite* non. ferromagnetic,

Due to super exchange*0 interaction between tec cations via 

an intermediate oxygon ion if the three ions are coiinear and their 
separations are not too large# the suhiattic* magnetioiss aro

ii i«antiparailel* The ions arranged in the spinels are shown in 
Tig# 1*2* In fig* l*2(a) both angle and diotanee between the ione 
aro favourable for sup«r exchange interaction vhf&e for other 
figures either the angle (l*2c)« distance 1*2 b«d or both (l.4e) 
are unfavourable* This arrangement if ions in the spinel leads to 
the conclusion that a»b interactions aro stronger than a»a or 8*8*

The net magnetic moment per fornula unit of an invorao 
ferrite structure cannot exceed 5 Bohr magnetons. However# it has 
been found that on addition of normal spinel ferrite like
SoTe^Q^# the molecular magnetic moment of an inverse ferrite
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increases* The &n ions# on addition# oecupf 4 sites and an equal 
3number of Fe ions are transferred to- 8 sites* For the ferrites 

•f** re|* o4 can he written as

WY ° <*•*"*>* o,

where arrow indicates the direction of magnetic moment* On addition 
of X (anOFegOj) and (l*i0 [Feo(F^i)Q3]# the cation distribution 
become#

n * [5(1*9$ ♦ ra(X*x) - $(1*90 ] Bohr i^gnetons

W [fft ♦ (lo.m) X J 
2+where m is the memwist of M ion in Bohr magnetons* Thus# on 

addition of £n (me# # the moment should tend to lo*
oorter*3 experimentally verified that magnetisation

increases for email concentrations of the added ferrite* hut with
*2the increase in the concentration of &n deviation increases*

***** UJPimmbcja^.XmdaaaMiifel.gis

using the same approach as that used for wise molecular 
field theory of ferromagnetism Seel formulated the theory of 
sntlfercomagnstism* in a non*atomic solid the simple exchange 
interaction as that of f©rtomagn© tism is not posaihle because of 
formation of suhlattieea due to intervening anions or other hind 
of atoms due to structural requirements. When in a magnetic material 
the magnetic ions are chemically identical hut are located on too
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mblattice## The exchange interaction* direct or indirect# is
1.3said to be responsible foe antlferromagnetie coupling* mml*» 

theory of antifernomagnetiam allows to detertaino the ourio 
constant and the molecular field constants that describe the 
antifercomagnetiam* Khan the tee magnetic sublattices in a magnetic 
substance are antiparallel as in an antiferresiagnetio substance, 
but differ in magnitude of their magnetisation leading to non* 
compensation# the material is called as ferrlmagiaetie* Ferrites 
are typical oi £errimagnatics • Zn a simple ferrimagnetic substance 
either there mey be two sublattices occupied by the magnetic ions 
with different spin magnetic moments or tbs same magnetic ions 
being located on orystallogrspIdeally different sites# thus 
forming two sublattices* In actuality both these effects may be 
present simultaneously as is observed for various ferrites*

14According to heel’s theory of Ferromagnetism the 
magnetisation and the susceptibility can be stressed in terms of 
the molecular field coefficients that characterise the a~a# BB 
and m interactions# where a and s are the ions on A and s 
sublattices# If A,aft# and x^ are molecular field coefficients# 
the total effective field on a magnetic dipole in each sublattice 
and due to its neighbours can be written as in tbs absence of an 
external magnetic field as

»« “ *aa wa * ^ab^b 

% * *ab Ma * xfcfeMb
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Tim constants my b© positive or negative* Magnetisation of each 
sublattice would obey the curie relation#

*, - $* (H„ ♦ H„> , Hb - §* (K0 + iy

char® ca and cb are curie constants# Eliminating Hft and the 
sublattico magnetisation become*

M m

Tim increase susceptibility in the paramagnetic region is given by

K 1*4

where Cft« and

1*5

* ^ah^bb * ^aa^bb^ 3

•C *• * 1*7
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She equatioa (1«4> espreseats a hn>afbo£« with aaynptote

1*8

the line extrapolate* to the point, which is called 00 asya^fcotic 
curie point* The hyperbola of equation is shown in. Fig* (1*3)«

Tkm ferrimagnetic material is paramagnetic at tenperature 
above and is spontaneously magnetised in the region 
o T ^ % * The Heal temperature way be pressed as

1*10

The auacaptibllity becomes infinite either at (positive square 
root) or T{<J (negative square root) •

Enperlwatital results of the susceptibility data in the 
paramagnetic region have bean successfully used to find out the 
interaction parameters which, in turn were applied to oonpute the 
magnetisation curve below the Heel temperature* The agreement with 
the ffiKperimentai results demonstrated the applicability of the 
molecular field treatment in asplainlng the ferrliaagitetisni*

Em lading the statistical treatment developed by Keel the 
aiimiltaneous equations for mh and in the form of Brillouia 
functions which tine spin quantum msmfeer *S* for the transition 
metal instead of total angular momentum quantum number 'J', can he
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A sketch of the inverse susceptibility: .of ,a ferrimagnetic 

substance, as a function of absolute temperature .

^■S* 1.3& ■

- The anamalous shapes of the spontaneous magnetisation 

vs. temperature curves for ferrimagnetic substances according 

neels- theory.

Pig. 1.3b

i
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solved for different tsspefatures*

KilH
» Bm it

K 1.11

Thus* the thaoretieal analysi* point* out to the possibility of 
the different shapes for the not magnetisation curves depending on 
the pasom@tss.fs of the exchange interactions and the relative 
magnetisation of the individual sublattice Grig* X*# * Thu not 
magnetisation curves provide useful data about the ferrites from 
the point of view of their applications* However* in substitutional 
ferrites*15 or due to tesperature effect# the relative magnitudes 
of JW9 and 8*® interactions become comparable leading to Lettering15 

triangular arrangements* Further, structural oosplioatione lead 
to helical and canted spin configurations determined by the

i*minimisation of energy considerations.

***** XMtll.A%U,|l,,Iltesto:

«htn the major constituent in a ferrite ie other than f e*
I®

observed taagnetlssiles is less than that calculated by employing 
Heel*a model* In addition* net mamotiaatlon increaaes or 
doorcases as absolute sere is reached and ^ o it f • o® K 

which is prohibited by the third law of thermodynamics#
a

»@el* a theory of magnetic sublattice was therefore extended 
by Ifafet and Kittle15 in 1953* They showed that for certain ratio 
of exchange interactions in spinels there exists a possibility of
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negative Interaction within suhlattlco S# giving ting to aublattices 
and Bj with their magnetisation aoither exactly antlparailel to 

each other nor to A sublattice* nowover# the resultant magnetisation 
of bx ami ®2 remains antiparallel with that of sufalattlee a ae
shown in Fig* 1.4.

I**

Ttm resistivity of ford tea lies in the wide range lo*3 to 
109 ohm»meter at room taaperatuc** For magnetic (Fa2*) h (Pe^*) Bo J* 

the resistivity is i * lo aim eater approximately* this high
SUl

conductivity is associated with the simultaneous presence of re 
and to2* ions toon identical lattice sites in the spinel structure* 
The electrons move from ferrous (f«2*) to fordo (P#3*) ions 
through the continuous chain of the octahedral positions and those 
transitions of oloetrons do not cause any change in the energy state 
of crystal*

Van. uitort (1959) showed that an excess of iron above 
stoichiometry .and high firing temperature Both cause remarkable 
roductioti in the resistivity*

The resistivity also dspends upon the following factors 
apart from the inherent properties of the material*

1) Pteslty and petes . filled by air*
D -rain site*
3) Chemical inhewaegemity caused during preparation, heat

treatment rate of cooling*
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The fcsisperature dependence of resistivity ^ eon be
stressed by A«

? -s
The different values of Afi (the activation energy* dateriaiiiea 
from the slope of logs versus ^ plot represent different conduction 

mechanisms* Komar and Klivshin*3 observed brash* in tbs vicinity of 
the ferromagnetic curie temperature of several ferrites* Ctaani 
at al*20 have observed more than two breaks in the leg f ***. 1 ft 

plots for cu-?ii ferrites# which are attribut'd to change in 
activation energy Ai*

Ferrites find numerous applications la electrical
electronic* microwave and eoaputor fields* they are usod as band

£pass filters from SOKi^ to ISoic^ in telephone circuits* In 1 
transformers and in slug tuned inductors* aacauso of their high 
resistivity they can be used as pole pieces for concentrating 
flue in h*f* inductor heaters* Ferrite cores are now widely 
used in the field of memory, and switching circuits in. digital 
computers*
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I ■ 7 Orientation of .the Present . «cr It

Ferrites assume Isportanee since they find applications in 

electronic and electrical fields* Efforts ar« being rs»de to prepare 

the Ferrites to suit their utility for core memories# core of the 

transformers* core of the antenna and so on* In the applications 

point of view* the studies on electrical aid magnetic properties 

have been carried out by many workers* The preparation techniques 

have also bean inovated to improve upon the factors like porosity 

and ken? at minlmm the factors that degrade these properties* . 

Mined Mg&n Ferrite system has been studied by many workers. However# 

effect of quenching in modulating the electrical and magnetic 

properties needs to be carefully studied for the want of 

sufficient literature cm this* we have* therefore* carried out the 

studies on the quenched system of Mg&n mixed ferrites and compared 

' our results with the slow cooled system# For theso following 

studios were undertaken!

1) By using the standard ceramic technique ^e^o^

ferrites were prepared* where x • o# o#2# o«4« o.S# 0*3# 1*

2) x-ray diffraction etudy for determination of crystal 

structure*

$1 Electrical conductivity from room temperature upto 873°k 

and the plots of log 5 ~~*v ^ similarly we had the plots of 

log«r» compositions at constant temperatures*

43

S3

Determination of Curie temperature, 

saturation magnetisation*
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